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Abstract—Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is1

commonly used to observe molecules of biological relevance in2

their native environment, the live cell, and study their spatial3

distribution and interactions. CLSM can be easily extended4

to measure the lifetime of the excited state of fluorescent5

molecules and their diffusion properties, with Fluorescence Life-6

time Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) and Fluorescence Correlation7

Spectroscopy (FCS), in order to provide additional information8

about the cell biochemistry. However, these physical parameters9

cannot be measured simultaneously using conventional CLSM at10

very high scanning speeds due to photodamage and saturation11

of the fluorescence signal of the excited molecules or induced12

phototoxicity to the observed biosystems. To overcome these13

limitations, we developed a new camera that consists of 102414

Single-Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs) which is optimized15

for multifocal microscopy, FLIM and FCS. We show proof-16

of-principle measurements of fluorescence intensity distribution17

and lifetime of the enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (eGFP)18

expressed in live cells and measurement of Quantum Dots (QD)19

diffusion in solution by FCS using the same detector.20

Index Terms—Single Photon Avalanche Diode array, Multifocal21

microscopy, Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy, Fluores-22

cence Correlation Spectroscopy.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

CONFOCAL Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) is25

universally used in biomedical research to investigate26

molecular mechanisms underlying vital biological functions.27

CLSM primarily owes its widespread use to its capacity to28
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produce sharp images of structures in vivo. This is achieved 29

through a special arrangement of optical elements, which focus 30

the laser beam in a diffraction-limited volume of about 1 fL, 31

depending on the excitation wavelength, and detect fluores- 32

cence from an even smaller volume by filtering the emitted 33

light through a pinhole, a circular aperture of few tens of 34

micrometers in diameter that is placed in front of the detector. 35

Through this special optical arrangement, a fluorescence signal 36

is detected only from molecules that are confined in this small, 37

so-called confocal volume. The fluorescence emission from 38

outer molecules is strongly attenuated by the pinhole, thus 39

enabling the selective observation of a subset of fluorophores 40

at a high signal-to-noise ratio [1]. 41

An important feature of confocal microscopy is the pos- 42

sibility to visualize the three-dimensional spatial distribution 43

of molecules of interest within the investigated specimen. 44

This is achieved by raster-scanning the confocal volume either 45

by steering the laser beam using fast galvanometric scanners 46

and acousto-optic deflectors, or by moving the sample using 47

nanopositioning piezoelectric microscope stages. 48

Confocal laser scanning microscopes achieve image acqui- 49

sitions at rates of about 30 frames per second (fps) or more in 50

fast scanning modes [2]. Under these operating conditions, 51

a relatively high illumination intensity is needed since the 52

dwell time per pixel is 104 to 106 times shorter than the 53

acquisition time required for a single frame. Acquisitions at 54

higher frame-rates are possible with the currently available 55

instrumentation but the intensity of the excitation beam has to 56

be strongly increased to facilitate signal acquisition at very 57

short times. For this reason, photodamage of the observed 58

fluorophore and photoxicity of the investigated biosystems 59

might be fostered by nonlinear processes [3]. Additionally, 60

the absorption of the fluorophores might even reach saturation 61

levels, and further increase in the illumination intensity does 62

not improve significantly the signal but rather increases the 63

optical background noise. 64

These limitations were solved by constructing multifocal 65

microscopes, where multiple confocal volumes are simulta- 66

neously scanned over the sample. Indeed, the use of the 67

massively parallel confocal arrangements permits to acquire 68

a full frame at the acquisition time of a single pixel in 69

classical CLSM. Hence, fast acquisition rates are achieved 70

without increasing the illumination power as a result of the 71

longer dwell times per pixel. Line-scanning and spinning disk 72



confocal systems achieves up to 1000 fps [1], [4] and two-73

dimensional detector arrays such as Electron-Multiplying CCD74

cameras or CMOS sensors are commonly used to measure75

the fluorescence signal. Fast frame-rate microscopy techniques76

have a huge potential for biological investigations. An im-77

provement of the frame acquisition speed up to 10-100 kfps78

would allow the characterization of protein diffusion processes79

in live cells.80

A standard tool to investigate the mobility of molecules81

and proteins in living organisms is Fluorescence Correlation82

Spectroscopy (FCS). In FCS, temporal autocorrelation analysis83

is applied to detect nonrandomness in the fluctuations of the84

fluorescence signal. This technique is therefore able to monitor85

all processes that lead to fluorescence intensity fluctuations at86

the temporal scale between few tens of nanoseconds up to87

seconds or longer e.g. formation of triplet and dark states,88

Brownian motion, protein-protein interactions and liquid flow89

[5]. On the other hand, classical FCS experimental setups are90

mostly limited to the observation of a single confocal volume91

and they cannot investigate simultaneously multiple regions92

in the sample. The construction of a multifocal microscopy93

setup which is capable of fast frame-rates above 10 kfps is,94

therefore, of major scientific interest. Not only the intensity of95

the fluorescence emission signal would be observed, but also96

its fast fluctuations as a function of the position within the97

sample, enabling parallel FCS studies across a cell.98

The design of suitable bidimensional photodetectors plays99

a key role for the implementation of the described multifocal100

system. The acquisition speed is not the only important101

parameter, but also the Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE),102

dark signal and saturation levels are limiting factors. High-103

gain solid-state detectors as the Single Photon Avalanche104

Photodiode (SPAD) have all these properties. A fair PDE105

above 40% and few thousands dark counts per second (cps)106

are commonly specified [6]–[8]. Saturation rates in the order107

of many millions of photons per second are possible [7].108

Additionally, SPADs are not affected by any read-out noise, in109

contrast to CCD or CMOS sensors, which is a major advantage110

to combine high frame-rate imaging and FCS. In fact, the111

frames acquired at 10 to 100 kfps, which are required for FCS,112

are consecutively binned over time, e.g. few milliseconds, to113

visualize the spatial distribution of the measured fluorophores.114

This binning operation is performed during post-processing of115

the data and it does not degrade the signal-to-noise ratio due116

to the absence of read-out noise.117

Several pioneering works investigated the use of multifocal118

FCS experimental setups more than 10 years ago [9]–[11]. The119

number of SPADs and confocal volumes was not sufficiently120

large to allow for the reconstruction of images, although the121

main experimental concepts were already developed. More122

recent works used the next generation SPAD imagers featuring123

1024 photodetectors on the same silicon chip [12]–[15].124

We present a new 32× 32 SPAD camera which fulfills all125

the requirements indicated above, which make it suitable for126

a multifocal FCS experimental setup. This device implements127

additionally a fast time-gating control, which enables the128

pixel electronics for short time periods down to 1.5 ns at129

delay steps below 100 ps. This camera is therefore capable130

of measuring not only the fluctuations of the fluorescence 131

intensity at very high frame-rates (50 kHz to 100 kHz) but 132

also the decay kinetics of fluorophores after illumination by a 133

pulsed laser. Combined with a multifocal optical setup, this 134

system is readily extended into a time-gated Fluorescence 135

Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM) [16]–[18] experimental 136

setup. The measurement of fluorescence decay kinetics by 137

each SPAD allows the monitoring of ultra-fast photophysical 138

processes as the Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) 139

and to identify multiple fluorescence sources. In summary, the 140

multifocal FLIM/FCS setup combines three of the most impor- 141

tant microscopy techniques in a single system. We validated 142

the proposed camera using several model experiments such 143

as the measurement of the diffusion time of single Quantum 144

Dots (QD) in solution and the fluorescence decay kinetics 145

of genetically encoded enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein 146

(eGFP) expressed in live cells. 147

II. CAMERA DESIGN 148

The camera design optimized for multifocal microscopy was 149

based on an array of 1024 independent SPADs produced in 150

standard CMOS technology [7], [19], [20]. The detectors were 151

organized in a 32× 32 array of smart pixels, featuring both 152

photodetection circuitry and pre-processing electronics (Fig. 1- 153

a). The physical dimension of the pixel was 100 µm× 100 µm, 154

while the circular active area had a diameter of 20 µm. 155

The SPAD [21] is a reverse-biased pn junction, which 156

is operated well above its breakdown voltage. Under this 157

biasing condition the absorption of a single photon, causes 158

the generation of an electron-hole pair, which is accelerated by 159

the electric field across the junction. The energy of the charge 160

carriers is eventually sufficient to trigger a self-sustained 161

macroscopic avalanche current of few milliamperes through 162

the device. 163

A quenching circuit based on a time-varying active load 164

(Variable-Load Quenching Circuit, VLQC) [22] has been inte- 165

grated for sensing the SPAD ignition, quenching the avalanche 166

and resetting the detector to its initial condition. Compared to 167

quenching circuits based on passive loads, the VLQC has the 168

major advantage of speeding up the quenching action, thus 169

minimizing the charge amount which flows through the SPAD 170

after ignition. Moreover, a fixed dead-time, i.e. the minimum 171

time interval between two detection events, of several tens of 172

nanoseconds is externally set. 173

The use of SPADs as photodetectors has major advantages 174

for imaging applications concerning the signal-to-noise ratio. 175

No analog measurement of voltage or current is needed, since 176

the detector acts as a digital Geiger-like counter. Hence, no 177

read-out noise is added to the measurement process. This is 178

a very important advantage for high-frame rate microscopy 179

imaging, since the probability of detecting a single photon 180

per frame and per pixel is usually low (�1). A second major 181

advantage of the presented pixel structure concerns the short 182

dead-time, which has a lower limit of about 50 ns. This rises 183

the maximum number of photons which are processed per 184

second. 185

The dominant noise processes for the described pixels were 186

dark counts generation and afterpulsing [19]. The former was 187
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the smart pixel architecture. (b) Timing signals within the pixel architecture. (c) Architecture for the generation of the fast gate
signal by a Spartan 6 FPGA devices. (d) Scheme of the Time-Gated FLIM experiment.

below 4.000 cps for more than 75% of the total number188

of pixels at room temperature and at +5 V excess bias.189

The remaining ones showed values between tens to several190

hundredths thousands counts per seconds.191

Afterpulsing depends strongly on the overvoltage and dead-192

time values. In this study, the dead time was set to 200 ns, and193

the afterpulsing probability achieved a maximum of 5% over194

the whole array. It increased above 20% if the dead-time was195

set to 50 ns, which is the lower limit for the current hardware196

design. On the other hand, the PDE at the defined overvoltage197

was above 40% at 450 nm, and it decreased to about 27% at198

550 nm.199

Fig. 1-a provides a schematic view of the pixel architecture.200

The VLQC output, which is synchronous with the avalanche201

sensing, triggers the processing electronics and an 8-bit Linear-202

Feedback Shift-Register (LFSR) counts the detection events.203

Routing electronics is then implemented on the same chip to204

read-out the counter values and to transfer them to the off-chip205

electronics. This design allows the measurements of 50.000206

to 100.000 frames per second. The presented architecture207

additionally allows gating of the LFSR counters for a very208

short time between 1.5 ns and 20 ns. In this way, the trigger209

signal by the VLQC circuit increments the LFSR counter only210

when the signal GATE is asserted (logic level ’1’). Otherwise,211

the detected photons are not counted (logic level ’0’). To reach 212

gated photon counting within each pixel, the output pulse from 213

the quenching circuit (OUT1) is used to clock a D-Flip-Flop 214

(D-FF), which samples the signal GATE generated by the 215

camera electronics. OUT1 is additionally delayed, reshaped 216

and sent to an AND gate to properly drive the counter. Fig. 1- 217

c shows the timing diagram of the counting circuitry when the 218

fast gate signal is applied. 219

In order to keep the architecture as flexible as possi- 220

ble, the generation of the GATE signal was performed by 221

an external Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) (Spar- 222

tan 6, XC6SLX45-2FGG484 Xilinx, San Jose, CA, USA). 223

A Xem6010 (Opal Kelly, Portland, OR, USA) development 224

board, which incorporates both the Spartan 6 FPGA and a 225

high speed USB 2.0 interface, was used to control the read- 226

out of the chip and to transfer the measured images to the host 227

computer. 228

Fig. 1-b shows the architecture based on the internal Delay 229

Locked Loops (DLLs) of the FPGA device, which were used 230

to generate fast gate signals. FPGA devices require DLLs to 231

de-skew the internal digital paths and to fine-tune the sampling 232

time of fast serial communication lines. They are designed to 233

produce a precise phase shift between 10 and 40 ps, which can 234

be dynamically controlled during operation. The update of the 235



DLL shift requires few tens of clock cycles in the worst case,236

i.e. few microseconds depending on the used FPGA family.237

This dynamic phase shift is, therefore, well suited to generate238

periodic sequences of pulses. Fig. 1-d shows how de-phased239

clock signals are combined to generate pulses of variable240

width. The 50 MHz to 100 MHz board clock (CLK), which241

is used to synchronize and control the camera operations,242

is sent to DLL1 and shifted of a fixed delay ∆Φ1. This243

clock signal, CLKD1, is sent to a second DLL (DLL2) which244

creates an additional phase shifted clock (∆Φ2, CLKD2). The245

XOR between CLKD1 and CLKD2 creates short pulses of246

variable width and at a repetition rate which is twice the247

clock frequency (GATE). The phase difference between CLK248

and CLKD1 will be referred to in the text as gate shift while249

the phase between CLKD1 and CLKD2 will be denoted gate250

width. Both gate shift and gate width are dynamically adjusted251

during data acquisition.252

This logic design was implemented to set up a time-gated253

FLIM detection system [18]. The board clock is frequency254

doubled by a Digital Clock Manager (DCM) and used as a255

trigger signal for a pulsed laser diode (TRIGGER) (Fig. 1-256

b,d). The generated laser pulses are coupled to a wide-field257

fluorescence microscope, as described in section V-A, and258

used to illuminate the sample. The laser radiation is absorbed259

by fluorescent molecules which are electronically excited.260

During relaxation into the ground state, the molecules emit261

fluorescence photons with a certain probability, which are262

then measured by the camera. The GATE signal activates263

the LFSR counters after the generation of the laser pulse264

for the time defined by gate width (Fig. 1-c, red color).265

Accordingly, the fluorescence decay kinetics is measured by266

changing gate shift over time. Both gate shift and gate width267

have optimal values depending on the lifetime of the excited268

state of the fluorescent molecules and on the imaging frame-269

rate [23], [24]. For simplicity, we used a constant gate width270

and incremented gate shift by fixed steps between 100 ps and271

500 ps.272

In summary, the presented camera architecture is a trade-off273

between accurate time measurements on the timescale of few274

nanoseconds and fast processing of the measured signals up275

to the limit of millions of photons per second and pixel. Any276

detector that is suitable for both FLIM and FCS experiments277

must fulfill these requirements.278

III. MULTIFOCAL MICROSCOPY SETUP279

The multifocal FLIM/FCS setup was built on a standard280

Axio Observer D1 inverted microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany)281

equipped with a C-Apochromat 63×/1.2 W. Corr. objective282

(Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The filter setting for eGFP (Ex. band-283

pass 470/40, beam splitter FT 495, Em. band-pass 525/50)284

was used. The optical pathway scheme is shown in Fig. 2.285

Two laser sources were used for the experiments. For FCS286

measurement, a CW diode laser (Excelsior 488, Newport-287

Spectra Physics, Darmstadt, Germany) was used. Its funda-288

mental emission wavelength at 976 nm was frequency doubled289

at 488 nm and a beam quality factor smaller than 1.1 at a power290

of 80 mW was obtained. For lifetime imaging microscopy, a291

Figure 2. Scheme of the optical setup used for the creation of the 32× 32
confocal volumes. Lenses L1, L2, and L3, mirrors M1 and M2 and Periscope
Assembly (PA). The Diffractive Optical Element (DOE) and lens L3 were
used to project an illumination array at the image plane of the microscope.

pulsed laser diode (LDH-475, Picoquant, Berlin, Germany) 292

with pulses shorter than 100 ps FWHM, a repetition rate of 293

50 MHz and total average power of about 1 mW was used. 294

The laser beam was firstly attenuated by neutral density filters 295

and then expanded by a factor of 10 using a telescope (L1 and 296

L2). The beam height from the optical table was adjusted by a 297

periscope assembly (PA) to enter the back illumination port of 298

the microscope. The expanded beam was then re-focused by 299

lens L3 (focal length 150 mm). Immediately after, the beam 300

passed through a Diffractive Optical Element (DOE) (Holoeye, 301

Berlin, Germany) in order to create a array of 32× 32 spots 302

with a pitch of 100 µm and a diameter of 12.5 µm at the 303

image plane. 304

The DOE is a glass hologram designed to diffract a single 305

laser beam into 1024 beams at different angles. The diffrac- 306

tion angles and the intensity of the zeroth order diffraction 307

(transmitted beam) depends on the incident wavelength. The 308

zero order beam, although not negligible, did not affect the 309

performance of the system. 310

The sharpness of the spots projected on the image plane 311

was adjusted by moving lens L3 along the optical axis. Other 312

two micrometer stages were used to center the position of 313

the array perpendicularly to the optical axis. The distance 314

between the DOE position and the lens L3 was fine-tuned 315

to match the pitch of the illumination spots and the active 316

areas of the SPAD camera. The small diameter of the SPAD 317

acts as a spatial filter and no additional pinholes are required 318

in front of the detectors, in contrast with standard confocal 319

microscopes. The previously described 32× 32 SPAD camera 320

(Micro-Photon-Devices, Bolzano, Italy) was connected to the 321

side port of the microscope by a standard C-mount adapter. 322

The acquired images were then transferred to the processing 323

computer via a high-speed USB 2.0 interface. FCS imaging 324

was performed using Visual SPC2 acquisition software (Micro- 325

Photon-Devices, Bolzano, Italy) and the frame-rate was set to 326

values between 50 kHz to 100 kHz. 327

The acquisition of FLIM images required the optimization 328

of the camera firmware to generate fast gate signals and the 329

synchronization pulses to trigger the laser diode. 330



IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA331

The analysis of FLIM data acquired by time-gated tech-332

niques has been a subject of several works [25], [26] and more333

recently of a specialized review focusing on solid-state imag-334

ing sensors [24]. The data analysis method depends strongly335

on the gating scheme used, i.e. the selected values of gate shift336

and gate width as a function of the lifetime of the excited state337

of the observed fluorophores. The method described in [26]338

provides results close to the optimum for the gating scheme339

described in section II. Indeed, it is a Maximum Likelihood340

(ML) approach and it provides an unbiased estimation of the341

model parameter even for very low numbers of photons per342

pixel. Compared to other approaches like the least square343

technique, ML estimation is both more precise and accurate, as344

experimentally verified by Maus et al. [27]. This approach has345

only one drawback. It does not account for the uncorrelated346

noise present in the decay traces, e.g. due to room light or347

dark counts of the SPAD detectors. Therefore, background348

subtraction has to be applied before estimating the lifetimes.349

The adopted method searches for the lifetime value τ which350

is the solution of the implicit equation351 ∑k
i=1 i ∗ x[i]∑k
i=1 x[i]

=

1

exp(T/τ) − 1
−

k

exp(k ∗ T/τ) − 1
+ 1,

(1)

where xi are the number of detected photons in the ith gate
channel, T is the constant duration of the time channel, 0.18 ns
for the described experiments, and m is the total number of
channels. The estimated τ represents the average lifetime,
when the observed fluorophores decay according to multi-
exponential models (m(t)).

m(t) =

Nc∑
i=1

aiexp (t/τi) (2)

< τ >=

Nc∑
i=1

aiτ
2
i (3)

where ai are the pre-exponential factors and τi the set of352

lifetimes.353

While eq. 1 can be solved in less than 1 s for a whole FLIM354

image using Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA),355

the FCS data analysis requires more optimized computational356

methods to be executed within few seconds. The standard algo-357

rithm to calculate the autocorrelation curves, which is usually358

known as Multi-τ algorithm or Schätzel method [28], [29], is359

computationally expensive. Indeed, millions of multiplications360

are needed to construct the Autocorrelation Curve (ACC) for361

each single pixel. The ACC, G(τ ), is calculated from eq. 4362

G(τ) =
< F (t)F (t+ τ) >

< F (t) >2
(4)

where F(t) is the measured time-dependent fluorescence inten-363

sity, and <> denotes averaging over time [30].364

Eq. 4 can be solved analytically for simple geometries365

and processes as the translational motion of freely diffusing366

fluorophores in solution [31]. The solution for this special case 367

yields the Autocorrelation Function (ACF): 368

G(τ) = G(0)

(
1 +

τ

τD

)−1
1 +

(
s

u

)2
τ

τD

−1/2

τD =
s2

4D

(5)

where G(0) is the amplitude at τ = 0, τD is the diffusion time, 369

s and u are the radii of the confocal volume measured per- 370

pendicular to, and along the optical axis where the excitation 371

intensity reaches e−2 of its value at the center of the confocal 372

volume, and D is the diffusion constant of the investigated 373

molecules in solution.
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We developed dedicated software both to communicate 375

efficiently with the camera and to calculate the ACC for each 376

pixel from sets of 130.000 images by massive parallelization of 377

the calculation using a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 (NVIDIA 378

corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) Graphical Processing 379

Unit (GPU). This GPU board supports the CUDA parallel 380

computing platform and it is capable of running tens of 381

thousands of threads concurrently. Thereby, the computational 382

time of the calculation of 1024 complete ACCs decreased to 383

about 4 s, compared to the about 200 s execution time that 384

was needed when using a single CPU. The parameters of the 385

ACF (eq. 5) were calculated for each pixel. G0 and τD were 386

estimated by the value of the ACC at 41.4 µs and its full width 387

at half maximum respectively. 388

It has been shown that both the estimation of lifetimes and 389

the processing required for FCS data analysis can be embedded 390

in the acquisition electronics [13], [32], [33]. These methods, 391

thought excellent, are absolutely needed for real-time and high 392

throughput applications, which are outside the scope of the 393

current work. Future developments will focus on implementing 394

similar algorithms for the described SPAD array architecture. 395
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Uncorrelated light from a stabilized LED was used to generate a constant
light signal.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS396

We applied the multifocal microscope in several model397

experiments to show the performance of the system. The398

results are divided in three sections concerning the microscopy399

setup, FLIM and FCS.400

A. Microscopy setup401

A first important test was to measure the uniformity of the402

system over the whole field of view after illumination by the403

DOE and detection using the SPAD camera. The uniformity of404

the experimental setup was measured by imaging an aqueous405

solution of Quantum Dots (QD, 525 ITKTM Molecular Probes,406

Darmstadt Germany). The selected QDs emit around 525 nm407

after excitation at 488 nm, and the diameter of the nanocrys-408

tals is approximately 20 nm according to the manufacturer’s409

specifications.410

Several parameters influenced the uniformity of the detected411

signal over the field of view, which depend both on the optical412

coupling of the laser to the microscope, the alignment of the413

detectors, and the variation of the detection efficiency of the414

SPADs of the matrix. This parameter is, therefore, the product415

between the uniformity of the excitation intensity obtained416

by the DOE, the coupling efficiency between the excitation417

volumes and the SPAD, and the PDE of the SPADs. Fig. 3418

shows the measured uniformity of the system normalized by419

its mean value after dark counts subtraction. More than 70%420

of the pixels have a uniformity within 15% of the mean value.421

The largest deviations of about 30%, which were caused by an422

uneven illumination of the DOE by the Gaussian laser beam,423

were obtained at the outer rim of the array. The measured424

overall uniformity was sufficient for the proposed applications.425

Additionally, we tested the linearity of the gate width426

(Fig. 4), i.e. how precisely gate width could be set by the427

FPGA device. A stabilized LED was placed in front of the 428

sensor, and image sequences at variable gate widths between 429

1 ns and 20 ns were acquired. Considering that the illumination 430

intensity was constant, a signal dependent on the width of 431

the gate was measured. Fig. 4 shows the estimated gate 432

width as a function of the expected value programmed by 433

the control software. One can observe that the width of the 434

gate is well approximated by a linear model over a large 435

temporal range. Below 1.5 ns and above 18 ns, deviations 436

from linearity were observed. Indeed, the gate pulses become 437

too short to efficiently enable and disable the LFSR counters. 438

The obtained gate width range is definitely sufficient for most 439

FLIM experiments. 440

B. Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy 441

The multifocal FLIM-FCS setup was applied to measure 442

the lifetime of known fluorophores both in solution and in 443

live cells and compared to previously published values. In 444

order to estimate the lifetime (τ , eq. 3) precisely, gate width 445

was set to the minimum value of about 1.5 ns and shifted by 446

steps of 180 ps. The exposure time of the camera for each 447

gate shift was about 100 ms, and a total acquisition time 448

per FLIM image of 10 s was obtained. Before each image 449

acquisition, a dark frame at exactly the same camera setting 450

was acquired to perform reliable background subtraction. The 451

laser intensity on the object plane was set to values between 5 452

and 500 mW/cm2 depending on the brightness of the sample. 453

Rhodamine 6G was dissolved in water at the concentration 454

of 10 µM, and excited by pulsed laser light at 473 nm. A 455

gradient in the illumination intensity (Fig. 5-a) was artificially 456

generated to measure a variable number of photons per pixel 457

over the field of view. A subset of the images was selected 458

and the fit algorithm based on eq. 1 was applied to each pixel. 459

A systematic deviation of the measured fluorescence intensity 460

was present for less than 10% of the array detectors, which 461

showed the highest dark counts levels. In fact, background 462

subtraction becomes less accurate at very high counting rates 463

due to saturation of the number of detected photons caused by 464

the pixel dead-time. 465

The measured average lifetime over all the pixels was 466

3.8 ns ± 0.3 ns. This value is consistent with previously pub- 467

lished results [34]. The distribution of the average lifetime over 468

the field of view is uniform although the uneven illumination 469

(Fig. 5-b). This is expected because the estimated lifetimes 470

must be independent from the number of detected photons 471

per pixel. 472

Afterwards, we investigated living Human Embryonal Kid- 473

ney (HEK293-T) cells expressing the enhanced Green Fluo- 474

rescent Protein (eGFP) [35]. The cells were plated in 35 mm 475

petri dishes with a 150 µm glass bottom (Ibidi, Munich, 476

Germany), cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 477

without phenol red, supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 478

2 mM L-glutamine and 100 µ/ml penicillin/streptomycin and 479

grown to about 70% confluence at 37 ◦C in a cell culture 480

incubator at 5% CO2 in water-saturated air. Subsequently, 481

cells were transfected with eGFP cDNA in plasmid vector 482

pEGFP-N1 (Clontech, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) using 483



Figure 5. (a) Fluorescence emission of Rhodamine 6G under gradient illumination. (b) FLIM image and (c) histogram of the estimated average lifetimes of
the same Rhodamine solution. (d) Fluorescence emission of two HEK293-T cells with different eGFP expression levels. (e) FLIM image and (f) histogram
of the estimated average lifetimes of the same cells.

Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany)484

as transfection reagent according to the manufacturer’s instruc-485

tions. Transfected cells were used for microscopy within 48486

hours. Fig. 5-c shows the intensity image of two HEK293-487

T cells at variable expression levels of the protein. The decay488

dynamics of eGFP is known to be multi-exponential both when489

expressed in living systems and in solutions of the isolated pro-490

tein [36], [37], depending e.g. on pH or the refractive index of491

the solvent. Precise modeling of the fluorescence decay kinetic492

of this type of fluorescent molecules requires time-correlated493

single photon counting instrumentation with a temporal resolu-494

tion of few tens of picoseconds. The fluorophore exists, indeed,495

in a protonated form which decays with a time constant of 250496

ps [36]. Despite that, it is still possible to measure the average497

lifetime of eGFP using time-gated techniques, even though the498

shortest gate achievable is above one nanosecond [38]. The499

average and standard deviation of the estimated lifetimes for500

both cells in Fig. 5-c,d was 2.4 ± 0.13 ns, which is very501

similar to the results from previous investigations [36]. The502

deviation of the measured lifetimes around the mean value503

is due to statistical fluctuations of the detected photons and504

not by a heterogeneity of the observed sample. It must be505

observed that the acquisition time of the FLIM images were506

limited by the available laser power and by the used gate507

settings rather than by the performance of the camera. The508

presented camera is capable of collecting 2-gate FLIM images509

within 25 to 50 µs, depending on the clock frequency. This510

exposure time is calculated as twice the shortest acquisition511

time for the single frame (10.37 to 20.74 µs) and the update512

time of the DLLs inside the FPGA. However, reliable FLIM513

experiments under this operating condition would require an 514

optimization of the gate intervals, the repetition rate and power 515

of the pulsed laser source which are outside the scope of the 516

current work. Compared with standard FLIM techniques, Time 517

correlated single photon counting experiments, both based on 518

point detectors or coded-anode photomultipliers, outperform 519

the presented camera in term of the accuracy and resolution 520

of the measured lifetimes. But the presented system is capable 521

of measuring FCS in 1024 regions of the sample, additionally 522

to the lifetime of the fluorophores, in a single experiment. 523

C. Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy 524

The multifocal microscope was applied to measure the 525

diffusion of single fluorophores in solution. We have chosen 526

QD because of their brighter emission and slower diffusion 527

time compared to Rhodamine 6G, which is typically used 528

for the calibration of FCS setups. The probe was prepared 529

as described in section V-A. The sample was illuminated by 530

an average laser power of about 25 µW per excitation volume. 531

Raw FCS data collected by the camera consisted of 130.000 532

frames acquired every 20.74 µs, yielding 1024 fluorescence 533

intensity fluctuation traces recorded over 2.7 s. The average 534

count-rate per pixel was about 30 kcps. 535

The concentration of the fluorophores in various runs was 536

slightly different, but always between 0.05 nM and 2 nM, as 537

verified by FCS using a conventional instrument (ConfoCor 3, 538

Zeiss, Jena, Germany). 539

Fig. 6-a,b show the values of the estimated τD and G0 540

for each pixel respectively. These images appear to be noisy 541

because they has contribution from fluctuations generated by 542
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Figure 6. Plot of the estimated τD (a) and G0 (b) values over the whole field of view and calculated histograms (d) and (e). (c) Measured ACC of selected
pixels. (f) Comparison between the measured ACC by the SPAD camera and by Zeiss ConfoCor 3 microscope.

single quantum dots movement, characterized by a diffusion543

time τD ≈ 600µs, and quantum dot agglomerates that are544

slowly diffusing, τD ≈ 3 − 30 ms, and are readily visualized545

because of their relatively higher brightness. This is evident546

from the diffusion time distribution histogram in Fig. 6-d,547

which shows a bimodal distribution that is characteristic of548

the presence of fast and slowly moving fluorophores. The549

measured values are similar to those reported by other works550

[39].551

Fig. 6-c shows the ACC curves of selected pixels. The552

green and blue traces show the typical ACC of freely dif-553

fusing fluorophores in solution. The measured ACC do not554

substantially differ from those measured by the commercial555

ConfoCor 3 microscope, although the shortest lag time for556

the SPAD camera has a much longer duration (Fig. 6-f). One557

should observe that all the ACC of Fig. 6-b have a peak558

at lag times below 100 µs. These peaks are due to a long-559

afterpulsing process, which is present for SPADs produced560

by the used standard CMOS process, and which generates561

correlated detection events on the microsecond time scale.562

The ACC of one of the selected pixels (red trace, Fig. 6-563

b) shows a dominant afterpulsing contribution. The presence564

of afterpulsing was verified by cross-correlating the measured565

signal of neighboring pixels after uniform illumination of the566

camera. While the ACC show the peak for short lag-times, 567

the cross-correlation curve was statistically spread around one 568

(data not shown). The autocorrelation peak present in Fig. 6- 569

c would be removed by implementing more advanced cor- 570

relation techniques as Fluorescence Cross-Correlation Spec- 571

troscopy (FCCS). This would however require the parallel 572

acquisition of the fluorescence emission signal by two identical 573

SPAD cameras. 574

At present, the dominant noise sources in the FCS measure- 575

ments shown in Fig. 6 are the afterpulsing and dark-counts 576

generation processes, which systematically affect the absolute 577

value of G0 and, therefore, perturbs the quantitative analysis. 578

However, since most of the afterpulsing contribution vanishes 579

within 1 µs [19], the effect of afterpulsing on diffusion times 580

of individual quantum dots and quantum dot agglomerates, 581

which are in the order of 600 µs and 3-30 ms, respectively, is 582

not significant. 583



VI. CONCLUSIONS584

We presented a 32× 32 SPAD based camera which is585

suitable for multifocal microscopy. This device has not only586

a very high frame rate, short dead-time and single photon587

sensitivity, but also a fast gating unit, which activates the588

counting of the photons in individual pixels for short intervals589

down to 1.5 ns. Both FCS, FLIM and standard confocal590

imaging are possible on the same multifocal microscope. The591

device has been used to accurately measure the translational592

diffusion time of QD in solution and the fluorescence decay593

kinetics of eGFP in living HEK293-T cells.594

Future improvements of the current experimental setup will595

focus on the observation of single molecules in solutions and596

in live cells, and on the real-time processing of FCS and597

FLIM data by the acquisition electronics. Additionally, further598

investigations are required to improve the photodetectors by599

reducing the dark-count rate and afterpulsing probability.600
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